Traveling from SHARP Trainings to Different Airports

There are 3 major airports accessible to NYC: Newark Airport (EWR) in New Jersey, John F. Kennedy (JFK) in southern Queens, and LaGuardia Airport (LGA) in northern Queens. LaGuardia (LGA) is the most accessible airport to Columbia Mailman School of Public Health (Northern Manhattan: 722 W. 168th St, New York, NY 10032). Options below give a general idea of typical travel times, although conditions, traffic, and timing may vary on different training days.

**Newark Airport (EWR)**
- **Taxi/Uber/Lyft/Car Rental**
  - Driving: Typically 45 – 75mins

- **Public Transport:** Typically 120mins
  - Subway/Train: Blue A Subway (Express towards Far Rockaway) to Penn Station/34th St, then transfer to Northeast Corridor AirTrain Newark (train in Penn Station)
  - Subway/Bus: Blue A Subway (Express towards Far Rockaway) to 42nd St. then transfer to Newark Airport Express (bus at Port Authority Bus Terminal)

**LaGuardia Airport (LGA)**
- **Taxi/Uber/Lyft/Car Rental**
  - Driving: Typically 30 – 50mins**

- **Public Transport:** Typically 75mins
  - Subway/Bus: Blue A Subway (Express towards Far Rockaway) to 125th St. then transfer to M60-SBS Bus to LaGuardia Airport

**John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK)**
- **Taxi/Uber/Lyft/Car Rental**
  - Driving: Typically 60 – 90mins

- **Public Transport:** Typically 120mins
  - Subway/Train: Blue A Subway (Express towards Far Rockaway) to Howard Beach – JFK Subway Station, then transfer to AirTrain JFK